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File Size: 13.9 MB
License Type: Freeware
System Requirements:
You’re fine to run IObit Uninstaller 8 on the following operating systems:
Windows 10 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows 8 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows 7 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows Vista (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows XP (Home, Professional, Media Center, Tablet Edition, 64-bit)
Note 1: Minimum Memory: 300 MB of free disk space.
Note 2: Screen Resolution: 1024*768 screen resolution and above.
Note 3: No hard drive requirements.
Download URL: http://update.iobit.com/dl/iu8/20180809/iobituninstaller.exe
Product Page URL: https://www.iobit.com/en/advanceduninstaller.php
Description:
IObit Uninstaller 8 is a perfect uninstallation tool. It provides an easy and secure way to remove
unnecessary programs, Windows apps, Universal Windows Platform (UWP) apps, malicious or
Ad plug-ins, and thoroughly removes all leftovers, giving you a clean PC and a secure & smooth
online surfing experience.
As the first uninstall utility that comes up with the idea of bundleware removal, IObit Uninstaller
8 monitors program installations in real time and provides an easy way to uninstall bundleware.
New bundleware category is added in IObit Uninstaller 8 navigation panel where lists all the
bundled products so that you can uninstall all unwanted bundleware conveniently and quickly.
Another wonderful new feature is Easy Uninstall which allows you to quickly uninstall a program
from its opened window, desktop icon, or system tray icon.

There are also many improvements in IObit Uninstaller 8. The enhanced scan engine ensures
quick and thorough cleanup of all leftovers, just like they've never existed on your PC. With the
unique and enlarged database, IObit Uninstaller 8 makes it easy to uninstall stubborn programs
that cannot be uninstalled in the normal way. Software Updater is also improved to easily keep
more important programs always up to date. What's more, IObit Uninstaller 8 supports
removing Windows apps under non-administrator accounts and the latest UWP apps on
Window 10 to free up more storage space.
What's new:
+ New Easy Uninstall to uninstall a program from its opened window, desktop icon, or system
tray icon.
+ New Bundleware Uninstall to monitor and list all bundleware for easier uninstallation.
+ New Software Updater with 500% larger database to update more important programs.
* Enhanced Scan Engine for more powerful scan and more thorough leftover cleanup.
* Expanded Toolbars & Plug-ins database to remove 100% more malicious & Ads plug-ins.
* Enlarged Stubborn Program database to remove 300% more stubborn programs.
* Supported removing Windows apps under non-administrator accounts.
* Supported removing the latest Universal Windows Platform apps on Win 10.
* Supported removing plug-ins in Chrome Beta versions.
* Supported Classic & White skins.
* Supported 33 languages.

